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EURO BOND SELLEURO BOND SELLEURO BOND SELLEURO BOND SELL----OFF: OFF: OFF: OFF: WHAT SUCCESWHAT SUCCESWHAT SUCCESWHAT SUCCESSSSSFUL QE DOESFUL QE DOESFUL QE DOESFUL QE DOES    

Berenberg Macro Flash 

What a difference a few weeks make. What a difference a few weeks make. What a difference a few weeks make. What a difference a few weeks make. A few weeks ago, 10-year bund yields were below 0.10%, today they were 
nearly 0.8% (see Chart 1). Since 2-year yields have risen by barely 10bp to -0.2% in the same period, Germany’s 
yield curve has steepened sharply. Bond yields across the Eurozone have experienced similar moves, along with a 
strengthening of the euro exchange rate and the oil price. The trigger for these moves, which started in earnest 
last Wednesday, were the nearly simultaneous data releases, showing Eurozone credit growth swinging into posi-
tive in March, German inflation rising to 0.4% yoy in April and US GDP stagnating in Q1. The US’ relative weakness 
drove down the dollar, while stronger Eurozone credit growth and positive inflation made the much-touted Japan 
scenario far less likely. As implicit market inflation expectations have risen from 1.5% in January to 1.8% for the 
Eurozone, lending money to the German government for 30 years for less than 0.5% yield does not make much 
sense, unless you believe that the ECB will keep rates at zero for almost the entire period. 
 
THE POSITIVES: HIGHER YIELDS SHOW ECB QE SUCCESSTHE POSITIVES: HIGHER YIELDS SHOW ECB QE SUCCESSTHE POSITIVES: HIGHER YIELDS SHOW ECB QE SUCCESSTHE POSITIVES: HIGHER YIELDS SHOW ECB QE SUCCESS    

• A sign of successA sign of successA sign of successA sign of success: as we wrote in our chart of the week on 23 January 
(http://www.berenberg.de/uploads/tx_news/150123_Macro-news_CotW_ECB.pdf): “Over time, however, 
successful QE should lead to rising yields. As growth strengthens and unemployment falls, domestic infla-
tionary pressures stabilise. That will gradually lead to speculation that the end of additional stimulus and 
even monetary tightening are approaching, in particular with a hawkish-leaning central bank such as the 
ECB.” Rising yields are a proof that QE is successful. 

• German savers should rejoiceGerman savers should rejoiceGerman savers should rejoiceGerman savers should rejoice. The ECB has been heavily criticised for its zero interest rates in the German 
media. The rise in rates shows that QE is ultimately good for savers. Aggressive monetary policy gets growth 
going, abolishing the reason for ultra-low rates. Opposition to the ECB’s actions should diminish, giving the 
ECB room for manoeuvre, should developments make it necessary. 

• Rising yields lift more bonds into purchasable territoryRising yields lift more bonds into purchasable territoryRising yields lift more bonds into purchasable territoryRising yields lift more bonds into purchasable territory for the ECB, which had excluded bonds yielding 
less than the -0.2% deposit rate from its purchasing universe. 

• Steepening yield curves help banksSteepening yield curves help banksSteepening yield curves help banksSteepening yield curves help banks. Maturity transformation, ie. taking in short-term deposits and lending 
out in longer-term yields, is the core of banks’ business. It is more profitable if the yield difference is bigger. 
Higher profitability helps banks rebuild their balance sheets and raises the incentive to lend. 

 
THE NEGATIVES: ECONOMIC TAILWINDS BLOWING LESS STRONGLYTHE NEGATIVES: ECONOMIC TAILWINDS BLOWING LESS STRONGLYTHE NEGATIVES: ECONOMIC TAILWINDS BLOWING LESS STRONGLYTHE NEGATIVES: ECONOMIC TAILWINDS BLOWING LESS STRONGLY    

• Milder economic tailwindsMilder economic tailwindsMilder economic tailwindsMilder economic tailwinds: as we highlighted in our report yesterday 
(http://www.berenberg.de/uploads/tx_news/150506_Macro-news_euro_tailwinds.pdf), rising rates, the eu-
ro and less cheap oil reduce the tailwinds a bit. 

• Rising real yieldsRising real yieldsRising real yieldsRising real yields: while inflation expectations have risen, nominal yields have risen by more. That makes it 
less advantageous for companies to invest. However, longer-term rates still remain far below inflation expec-
tations, so that the monetary stimulus has merely diminished a little, not reversed. 

• Government financing costs risingGovernment financing costs risingGovernment financing costs risingGovernment financing costs rising: Falling yields had eased the need for austerity elsewhere, particularly in 
the periphery. However, even at current levels, yields are still far below the interest rates governments are 
paying on their existing debt. Every debt roll-over still reduces borrowing costs substantially (see Chart 2, 
which understates the savings because average maturities are lower than 10 years in most cases). 

 
Where do we go from hereWhere do we go from hereWhere do we go from hereWhere do we go from here? The current market move has a momentum that can carry on for a while. With long-
er term yields still far below inflation expectations, and UK or US rates still much higher on average, rates could 
still rise significantly. However, the ECB will continue to pump €60bn per month into the bond markets. US data 
will rebound as the cold winter and port strikes are over. That should limit the upside for yields and the exchange 
rates. 
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Chart 1: fading tailwinds as bund yields rebound Chart 2: state borrowing costs still fall 

 

 

Left scale: 10-year German sovereign yield, Brent crude per barrel in euros. 

Right scale: euro in dollars. September 2014 average = 100. Source: Factset. 

10-year sovereign yields (7 May noon) vs. implicit borrowing costs 2014. 

Sources: Bloomberg EU Commission. 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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